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An American Werewolf in London is a 1981 British-American horror comedy film written and directed by John
Landis and starring David Naughton, Jenny Agutter, and Griffin Dunne.
An American Werewolf in London - Wikipedia
Plot. A victim of childhood rape grows up into a woman who has delusions that she is a werewolf, just like
one of her ancestors was. She kills men until she falls in love with a man.
Werewolf Woman - Wikipedia
This is the ultimate Harry/Draco (Drarry) story list. What you'll find here are stories I've been collecting for
over a decade. There are action adventure stories, romance stories, alternate universe stories, time travel
stories and more.
Tarheel Writer - Suggested FanFic Harry Potter H/D
Sometimes some of the best horror writing can be found in anthologies and collections of short stories.
Anthologies or collected works that have a common theme such as zombies, vampires, or werewolves will be
found under those specific horror fiction sections.
Anthologies - The Monster Librarian
WELCOME to AIRSHIP 27's PDF Hangar: Where adventure takes flight! Here at HANGAR 27 we are
dedicated to bringing you the finest pulp action novels and anthologies by today's new pulp scribes directly to
you in the universal PDF format.
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